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R&C: Could you provide an overview of
how socially conscious leadership has
grown as a concept in recent years? How
does such leadership help an organisation
become a catalyst for social change?
Loeb: Servant leadership is an essential predicate

MINI-ROUNDTABLE

R&C: To what extent has the impact
of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic
accelerated the drive for corporate
leaders to adopt a more socially conscious
mindset?
Sitnick: In the past few years, several tectonic

to empowering socially conscious leadership.

shifts caused by the coronavirus (COVID-19)

To be clear, servant leaders focus primarily on

pandemic, the great recession, immigration, the

the growth and wellbeing of people and the

#MeToo movement and the killing of George Floyd,

communities to which they belong. They put the

have forced corporate leaders to better understand

needs of others first and empower people to

social risk and confront the need for heightened

perform as ideally as possible. Sadly, despite the

consciousness and response to systemic social

rhetoric on their websites, most companies continue

issues. COVID-19 generated fundamental questions

to operate as pyramidal structures in which the

for leaders about how to protect the physical and

bottom line defines them. Large organisations

mental wellbeing of employees, their responsibility

routinely champion their environmental, social and

to their communities and their role in helping

governance (ESG), corporate social responsibility

solve a global challenge. In the pharmaceutical

(CSR), diversity, equity & inclusion (DEI) initiatives,

sector in particular, the pandemic forced leaders

among others, but it is clear that our most critical

to home in on and, in some cases reorient, their

workforce is not buying it. According to recent

corporate purpose. As Paul Hudson, chief executive

studies by Deloitte and others, both generation Z

of Sanofi, wrote in April 2021: “With our work

and millennials believe – 70 percent and 69 percent,

stripped down to the bare essentials, I had the

respectively – that business places profit over

opportunity to see in real time the strength of a

purpose. Young workers are powerfully pragmatic on

purpose-driven organisation, striving to do the right

economic and social issues and eager to work with

thing”. In tandem with this reckoning, approval and

organisations that make a genuine impact by living

reputational ratings soared in the pharmaceutical

their socially conscious values. These companies

sector. The question, however, remains: will the

include FedEx, Marriott, DuPont, Amazon, The

sector and individual companies translate the social

Container Store, Mittal, Nordstrom and Starbucks,

momentum gained from their COVID-19 response

among others.
4
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into sustaining corporate values and commitments
that more broadly inform corporate practices?

MINI-ROUNDTABLE

Gemmill: Socially conscious leadership is rooted
in responsibility, transparency and accountability
that extends well beyond obligations to shareholders

R&C: What are the reputational risks for
companies whose leadership is deficient
in being socially conscious?

and the bottom line. Socially conscious leaders align
the corporate vision with the values of employees,

Loeb: Socially conscious leadership
and sustainability has become a global
imperative for durable growth and
resilience. Nearly every global powerhouse
champions its commitment to sustainable
business practices that create powerful

“The pace at which socially conscious
leaders employ initiatives that align
with their corporate purpose, values
and stakeholders’ stance is laudable.”

social and business value. Yet, many of
these brands’ fidelity to these principles
rings hollow. Every few years, a severe
high-profile ethical scandal emerges

Robert Gemmill,
Argyle

that captures the attention of the media
and critical stakeholders. Volkswagen,
Nike, Walmart, Boeing, BP and Samsung, among

partners, customers and society at large. Such

many others, exemplify those that have mortgaged

leadership is a microcosm of the multidimensional

their brand equity, trust and reputations because

demands that beset executives today: balancing

they refused to be bound by the principles and

financial and shareholder obligations with

commitment required of socially conscious leaders.

business practices that meet the social goals
other stakeholders prioritise. Broader ethical and

R&C: What do you consider to be the
main qualities of a socially conscious
leader? Where does the journey to
become socially conscious begin?

societal objectives now take enhanced priority for
stakeholders. A company that falls short meeting
them should recognise the gap, just as its leaders
do when earnings miss expectations. In doing
so, a socially conscious leader can communicate
transparently a renewed corporate vision that

www.riskandcompliancemagazine.com
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aligns with those of stakeholders and earns their

can make decisions and that must be free of

confidence. With 75 percent of institutional investors

material omissions and misstatements. Expanded

citing ESG factors as a critical component
of their investing decisions, the payoff will
have tangible benefits to the bottom line
as well.

R&C: In your experience, what
challenges or obstacles typically
exist within companies that a
socially conscious leader may
need to overcome in pursuit of
their objectives?

“Socially conscious leadership and
sustainability has become a global
imperative for durable growth and
resilience.”

Harlan Loeb,
Argyle

Gemmill: The pace at which
socially conscious leaders employ initiatives that

disclosure requirements were also deemed likely.

align with their corporate purpose, values and

Of course, risks for socially conscious leaders and

stakeholders’ stance is laudable. But litigation and

their companies extend far beyond the potential

regulatory trends increasingly pose reputational

for enforcement measures. In 2021 alone, litigation

risks that leaders must consider, especially when

climbed relating to corporate disclosures and

those initiatives fall within ESG pursuits. In 2021,

reporting, governance positioning, operational

the US Securities and Exchange Commission

shortfalls, claims of breaches of fiduciary duties

(SEC) established a 22-member task force to

against board directors and ongoing climate change

investigate and initiate enforcement cases against

allegations as companies implement net-zero

publicly traded companies and investment funds

carbon targets and pledges. This trend will endure,

participating in misleading marketing tactics about

so a socially conscious leader must be proactive and

their environmental measures. ESG investing was

transparent with their stakeholders. Why? Because

identified as a top concern of the SEC’s examination

firstly, ESG initiatives, by necessity, go to the core of

division. In November 2021, Gary Gensler, chair of

a company’s purpose, mission and values, and are

the SEC, reiterated that companies must provide

essential to its strategy and operational direction

ESG-related information upon which investors

– and reputation. Secondly, ESG issues, typically,

6
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are high-profile with long-lasting reputational

must marry corporate purpose to their business

effects if handled inappropriately, especially when

models’ long-term viability and sustainability. They

reputational risk ranks among general counsel’s

must engage directors and senior executives in

largest concerns and reputation alone can account

understanding why social consciousness and

for up to 70 percent of a company’s value. Thirdly,

purpose are essential to long-term success.

stakeholders increasingly measure a company

Making this case requires a clear understanding of

by how well it meets public expectations. As ESG

stakeholders’ needs and expectations in relation to

metrics matter more, falling short in this area could

ESG factors, and also an audit of these internal and

cripple a reputation more than in other areas.

external expectations. For example, investors have

Fourthly, claims against a company’s governance

begun a major movement to push their portfolio

initiatives can expose other failures that can limit

companies to enhance climate action and financial-

operational effectiveness and require significant

related climate risk disclosure. Employee activism

resources to correct. This is especially true with the

is forcing companies to confront such issues as

correlated focus on social justice and workplace

systemic racism and implicit bias. New workforce

diversity. Finally, COVID-19 expedited the
trend toward corporate ESG measures’
with consumer behaviour changed so
dramatically that corporate strategy
struggles to keep up with stakeholders’
increased ESG expectations.

R&C: What practical steps do
socially conscious leaders need
to take effect positive change
within their organisation? What
kinds of metrics can they use to
track their progress?

“Corporate purpose must be led
from the top, but it cannot reside in a
single leader or rest only on personal
philosophy or passion.”

Jessie Sitnick,
Argyle

talent is preferring companies committed to social
Sitnick: Corporate purpose must be led from the

and environmental impact. Leaders must grasp how

top, but it cannot reside in a single leader or rest

these trends impact financial and reputational risks,

only on personal philosophy or passion. Leaders

opportunities and their ability to compete. Another

www.riskandcompliancemagazine.com
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movement afoot seeks a set of globally recognised

urgent – global climate change crisis, an existential

reporting standards that enable investors, in

shift is occurring in the role of the corporation

particular, to compare apples to apples in terms of

in society. It reflects the large-scale, systemic

corporate sustainability. Sustainability Accounting

challenges faced by the global community that

Standards Board (SASB) and Task Force on Climate-

cannot be solved by governments alone, and also

Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) standards

tremendous market demand and opportunity for

now dominate the ESG reporting movement. The

inventive private sector solutions. A recent report

former measures a range of material, sector-specific

from the World Economic Forum (WEF) posits that

ESG factors; the latter focuses on climate-related

the transition to net-zero emissions by 2050 will

financial risk disclosure. It will prove vital for leaders

require a $50 trillion investment, including in new

to develop and communicate ESG commitments

breakthrough technologies such as hydrogen-based

and narratives, underpinned by credible data, and in

fuels and next-level energy efficiency. Consequently,

language that resonates with various stakeholders.

for a business to seize the market opportunities
of the global economy’s low-carbon transition, its

R&C: Going forward, do you expect
to see rising pressure on leaders to be
more socially conscious? Do you believe
it is incumbent on leaders to meet
these growing demands from various
stakeholders?

leaders must not only be ‘socially conscious’ but
also possess the entrepreneurial drive and vision
to grasp how they can pioneer solutions the world
needs. Still, while we can certainly expect pressure
for socially conscious leadership to grow, we would
be remiss if we interpreted the need to meet this
demand as counter or unrelated to bottom-line

Sitnick: Between the fast-moving global
pandemic and the slower-moving – but increasingly
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